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XIV*-RESPONSIBILITY AND FAILURE
by John Martin Fischer
I wish to defend the thesis that there is a basic asymmetry
between moral responsibilityfor actionsand moral responsibility
for omissions.One can be morally responsiblefor performingan
action, even though one couldn't have avoided performing
it-moral responsibility for action does not require freedom to
do otherwise. But one can't be morally responsiblefor failing to
perform an act, if one couldn't have performed it-moral
responsibilityfor things we have left undone (omissions)requires
freedom to do the thing in question. Thus, there is a
fundamental difference between actions and omissions, with
respect to moral responsibility.In this paper, I shall first discuss
some examples which motivate the asymmetry claim and state
what I believe the significance of the claim is. I shall then discuss
and criticize a strategy, recently presented by Harry Frankfurt,
which denies the asymmetry claim in the general, unqualified
form in which I have stated it.' Finally, I shall defend the
asymmetry claim by showing that it is derivable from an
extremelyplausibleprinciplewhich connectsmoralresponsibility
with control.We believe that moral responsibility is associated
with control, and it is in virtue of this fact that it can be seen that
there is a basic difference between moral responsibility for acts
and moral responsibility for omissions.
I
Acts and Omissions
Suppose that, unbeknownst to Jones, a device has been
implanted in his brain by a team of scientists. This device (a
sophisticated device which is, as yet, not on the market!)
monitors his brain activity and, by employing it, the scientists
can ascertainJones's mental states-his desires, beliefs, choices,
decisions, etc. The device also allows the scientists to induce in
* Meeting of the Aristotelian Society held at 5/7 Tavistock Place, London WC1, on
Monday, 16 June, 1986 at 6.00 p.m.
l Harry Frankfurt, 'What We are Morally Responsible For', in L. Cauman (etal.),
eds., How Many Questions?,(Indianapolis, Hackett, 1982), pp. 321-335.
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Jones whatever mental states they want him to have by direct
electronic stimulation of certain key parts ofJones's brain. If the
scientistswant Jones to choose to performa certain act and then
to act on this choice, they can bring this about by electronic
manipulation of the brain.
Now imagine that Jones is walking along a beach, and he sees
a child struggling in the water. Jones knows that he can swim
well, and he believes that he can save the child with only
minimal effort and inconvenience. After brief deliberation,
Jones dives in and rescues the child. Also imagine that the
scientists want Jones to act in this way, and that, in this case,
their device simply monitorsJones's brain activity but plays no
causal role in eitherJones's deliberationor his action. HadJones
shown an inclination to choose notto save the child, the scientists
would have activated the device and thus would have brought it
about electronically thatJones choose to save the child (and that
he do so), but as things actually work out, the device plays no
role in Jones's decision or action.
I believe that Jones is morally responsible for saving the
child-his act reflects something about Jones (perhaps a
character trait) which is commendable, for which he can
reasonably be praised. And yet Jones couldn't have done
otherwise. Had he been inclined to choose not to save the child,
he would have been madeto choose to save the child (and to act
on this choice). Thus, it seems thatJones is morally responsible
for an act which he couldn't avoid doing. Mere inability to do
otherwise does not rule out moral responsibilityfor an action; it
might be the case that the fact that a person couldn't have done
otherwise is irrelevantto the explanation of the action and thus
that the person is morally responsible,even though he couldn't
have done otherwise.2
2For such examples, see Harry Frankfurt, 'Alternative Possibilities and Moral
Responsibility',Journalof Philosophy,
December 1969;and John MartinFischer,'Responsibility and Control', Journalof Philosophy,
January 1982. In this article, I used the term
'control', to mean 'freedom to do otherwise'. In 'Responsibility and Control', I have
defended the claim that (for instance)Jones is morally responsible for saving the child
although he couldn't have done otherwise. (In 'Ability and Responsibility', The
Philosophical
Review,87, (1978), pp. 201-224 and AnEssayOnFreeWill (ClarendonPress,
Oxford, 1983), pp. 161-182, Van Inwagen argued against this claim.) Whereas it is
inappropriateto go into the details of this debate here, I shall say a few words.One line of
attack developed by Van Inwagen claims that, althoughJones is responsiblefor the act-
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Considera secondcase. This timeJones does not have any
fancymechanismin his brain,andhe isagainstrollingalongthe
beach. Again, he sees a child strugglingin the water,and he
believesthat he can rescuethe child with minimaleffortand
inconvenience.But he decidesnot to go to the trouble,and he
continueswalkingalong the beach.The child drowns.UnbeknownsttoJones,thereis a schoolof sharkspatrollingthewater
betweenthe beachand the strugglingchild,andhadhejumped
into the water,the sharkswouldhave attackedand eatenhim.
IsJones responsibleforfailingto rescuethe child?I thinknot.
Afterall, he couldn't
haverescuedthe child.And thoughthefact
that he couldn't have rescuedthe child playedno role in his
decision and his omission, it is preciselythis fact (that he
couldn'thavedoneotherwise)thatmakesme thinkthathe isnot
responsiblefor his failureto save the child. Of course,in his
behavior,Jones manifestssomethingbadabouthimself,and he
is morallyresponsibleforsomething.
He is, for instance,morally
responsiblefor his failureto tryto savethe child(andhisfailure
to jump into the water,etc.) But he couldhave triedto savethe
child(andhe couldhavejumpedintothewater,etc.)Thiscaseis
like one in which Jones sees a child in the water who
(unbeknownstto Jones) has just died. When Jones fails to
attemptto rescuethischild,he maywell be morallyresponsible
for failing to try to save the child (and failingto swim to the
child,etc.);but he isclearlynotmorallyresponsibleforfailingto
save the child-the child is, after all, dead (at the pertinent
time).
Hereis anothercase.Smithis in hisapartment,lookingoutof
the window.He sees a man being muggedon the sidewalkin
frontof his building.He quicklyproceedsto call the policeand
reportthe incident.The policecomequickly,andthemuggeris

token of his saving the child, he couldhave done otherwise, since his saving the child as a
result of the scientist's intervention would be a differentact-token from the actual one.
But I argue (in 'Responsibility and Control') that, even if this were true, it seems to
conflate the possibilityof another event-token's taking place with abilityto do otherwise,
in the sense pertinent to responsibility. When we associate moral responsibility with
freedom to do otherwise, we associate it with deliberate
control, not the mere possibilityof
another event's taking place. And Jones does not have deliberate control-he cannot
make another event occur as a result of an appropriate sort of intention.
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arrested. (Obviously, this case does not take place in New
Haven!) Unbeknownst to Smith, had he been inclined to choose
not to call the police, he would have been seized by such intense
feelings of guilt that he would have chosen to call the police (and
would have called them) anyway. (I assume that the guilt
feelings would have been irresistiblein this case.) It seems to me
that Smith's act of calling the police is laudable-he is morally
responsible for calling the police. But he couldn't have avoided
doing so; he would have been made to call anyway by his strong
sense of guilt. Insofar as the fact that he couldn't have done
otherwise plays no role in his behavior, it is evident that Smith
can be held morally responsible for calling the police. Smith is
praiseworthyon the basis of his action, though he couldn't have
avoided it.
Next, consider the following example. Again, Smith is in his
apartment, looking out the window. He sees a man being
mugged on the sidewalkin frontof his building. He knowsthat it
would be easy to dial the police number on the telephone, and
he believes that he could do so with little effortor trouble. But he
considers the inconvenience (perhaps he will have to go down to
the police station and be a witness, etc.), and he decides not to
get involved. He fails to call the police, and the mugger escapes.
Unbeknownst to him, his telephone line has been cut, and his
telephone is not working. So he couldn'thave called the police.
Even had he chosen to call the police, the fact that the wire was
cut would have prevented him from doing so.
In this case, is Smith morally responsible for not calling the
police? Again, I think not.3After all, he couldn'thave called the
police, and it is precisely this fact which exerts pressureon me to
think that he is not morally responsible for failing to call the
police. I think that any inclination to believe that Smith is
morally responsible for failing to call the police results from an
ambiguity in the notion of 'failing to call'. On the one hand,
'failing to call' can mean 'failing to dial', in which case Smith is
morally responsiblefor failing to call the police. But this sense of
failing to call is the same as 'failing to try to call' (and Smith could
have tried to call and he certainly could have dialed). The
'Peter Van Inwagen comes to a similarconclusion about a similarcase he presentsin:
An Essayon Free Will (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1983), pp. 165-166.
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intended sense of 'failing to call', in the example, is 'failing to
dial and successfullyreach' the police. (Otherwise it wouldn't be
a case in which an agent is purportedly responsiblefor failing to
do something which he couldn'thave done.) Of courseSmith acts
reprehensibly and is morally responsiblf for something.Smith is
morally responsible, for instance, for failing to tiy to call the
police, for failing to dial the police number, etc. But Smith is not
responsible for not calling the police, i.e., for not successfully
reaching the police. Suppose, similarly, that there had been an
emergency in the town, and (unbeknownstto Smith) no one was
at the police station. Surely, if this were so (but it played no role
in Smith's actual behavior), it would notbe appropriate to hold
Smith responsible for not successfully
reachingthepolice;it would
only be reasonable to condemn Smith for not tryingto call the
police, for not dialing the number, etc.
The examples presented here illustrate a general point: a
person can be morally responsiblefor doing something which he
couldn't have failed to do, but not for failing to do something
which he couldn't have done. Whenever there is an example in
which it is purportedlytrue that a person is morally responsible
for failing to do something which he can't do, it is always
appropriate to redescribe the case as one in which the person is
responsible(if he is responsibleat all) for failing to do something
which he cando. With omissions,one adjuststhe specificationof
what the agent is responsiblefor until one finds something the
agent could have done. But with actions, the corresponding
move is not appropriate.
Having articulated the asymmetry principle, I want to
comment on its significance. I believe that the thesis describesa
feature of our conceptual framework-our way of describing
and categorizingagents and actions.But it doesnotmarka certain
sort of substantivemoraldifference (concerning degreeof moral
responsibility).4 Let us again consider the case of Smith
describedabove, in which, unbeknownstto Smith, the telephone
line has been cut. Now compare this with a similarcase in which
Smith also fails to call the police, but in which the telephone line
has not been cut (and Smith could have successivelyreached the
police). In the first case, Smith is morally responsiblefor failing
4Harry Frankfurt makes this point in: Frankfurt, 1982, pp. 238-329.
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to t?yto call the police (and for failing to dial, etc.) but notfor
failing to call the police, and in the second case, he is responsible
for failing to call the police. So what the agent is morally
responsiblefor depends on things which are quite extraneous to
the agent-for instance the state of the telephone line. This
might seem to introduce an unacceptable kind of 'moral luck'
into our system of evaluating agents. But, whereas our way of
specifying what Smith is responsiblefor depends on such factors,
a certain moral evaluation of Smith does not. Smith would be
equally morally blameworthy in either case, and it would seem
appropriate to apply the same kind of punishment (or blame) in
both cases. So, whereas a certain kind of moral luck applies to
the specification of the contentof moral responsibility,it does not
apply to the extentor degreeof blameworthiness,and it does not
apply to the evaluation of agents.
Very roughly, what seems crucial to our moral assessmentof
persons and our practice of praising and blaming is the person's
motivation (and his attempt to act on this motivation). Agents
who have the same intention and make the same choice and are
equally conscientious in attempting to act on the choice are
accessible to the same degreeof praise or blame, even if whatthey
are responsiblefor is different. The examples show that the
nature and extent of moral praise or blame do not vary in a
straightforwardway with changes in the specification of what
the person is responsible for: degreeof praiseworthiness or
of moral responsibility.
blameworthinessneedn't vary with content
There are other examples which seem to me to illustrate the
same sort of point. Consider two truck driverswho are equally
blameworthy in drinking too much and driving. They are
equally reckless in running a stop sign. However, only one of
them runs over a pedestrian (there is no pedestrian in the
intersection when the other drunken truck driver drives
through). Now it seems to me that both drivers are equally
'bad'-their characters are equally blameworthy. Further, it
seems to me that an ideally fair system of liability would require
that they both pay equally into a fund to compensate the victim;
after all, it is pure luck that one driver (and not the other) hits
the pedestrian. Both drivers are equally blameworthy, and
of
ideally, their liability ought to be equal; but clearly the content
their moral responsibility is different. One truck driver is
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morallyresponsiblefor runningover the pedestrian,whereas
the other is not.5
I have claimedthat factorsquiteextraneousto the agentcan
alterthe content
of moralresponsibility,thoughnotnecessarilyits
degree.Thereis an analogyherebetweenthe contentof moral
responsibilityand the content of belief. In Putnam'sfamous
thought-experiment
involving'Twin Earth',I and my doppelgangerare psychologicallyequivalentin all phenomenological
respects,and yet my beliefsareaboutwater,whereashis beliefs
are about 'XYZ'. The content(in one sense, at least)of belief
dependson factorsquiteextraneousto the agentin a waywhich
is parallel to the way in which the content of responsibility
dependson such factors.And yet there is somethingwhich is
sharedby me and my doppelganger-perhaps,'phenomenal
belief, or 'narrowcontent'(contentrelevantto explanationof
behavior).6This samenessbetweenme and my doppelganger
parallelsthe samenessin the characters
of the two truckdrivers.
With both the cases of moral responsibilityand belief, one
operativenotionis determined'internally'andanotheroperative
notion is determined'externally'.There is a notion of the
contentof moralresponsibility,
which,likethe contentof belief,
ain't in the head'.
II

Frankfurt's
Response
I believethat the examplesdiscussedaboveshowthatthereisan
asymmetrybetweenactionsand omissions,with respectto the
relevanceof alternativepossibilitiesto the specificationof what
the agentis morallyresponsiblefor,thatis,to thecontent
ofmoral
responsibility.One way of denying the asymmetryclaim
presentedhere is to divide omissions(failuresto act) into two
classesand to claimthat the asymmetryis trueof onlyone class
of omissions.The claimwouldbe thatwhenone focuseson only
5There is a discussion of such cases involving moral luck, and an elaboration of the
view I present here in: John Martin Fischer and Robert Ennis, 'Causation and
Liability', Philosophy
and PublicAffaairs,Winter, 1986, pp. 33-40.
6 For Putnam's thought-experiment, see: Hilary Putnam, Mind,Language,andReality
(London, Cambridge University Press, 1975), pp. 215-271, esp. pp. 223-227. For a
discussion of the two types of content, see: Jerry Fodor, 'Methodological Solipsism
considered as a Research Strategy in Cognitive Psychology', in Representations
(MIT
Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1981), pp. 225-253.
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one class of omissionsand then concludes that it is generally true
that acts and omissions are asymmetric with respect to the
requirement of alternative possibilitiesfor moral responsibility,
one is generalizing from an inappropriatesample. Let us turn to
one version of this strategy, which has been presented recently
by Harry Frankfurt.7
Frankfurt first considers the case of Smith, in which
(unbeknownst to him) the telephone wire has been cut. In this
case, Frankfurtagrees that Smith is not morally responsiblefor
failing to call the police (i.e., failing successfully to reach the
police). According to Frankfurt,this is because Smith's failure is
an 'impersonal failure'-the failure would have occurred no
matter what bodily movements Smith made.8That is, no matter
what bodily movements Smith would have made, they would
not have had the consequence that Smith successfullyreaches
the police by telephone. When a failure is impersonal,Frankfurt
claims that an agent is not appropriately held to be morally
responsible for it.
But there is another classof failureswhich are 'personal'-it is
not the case that they would occur, no matter what bodily
movements the agent makes. When a failure is personal,
Frankfurt claims that an agent can be morally responsible for
failing, even though he lacks the power to perform the act in
question. Frankfurt says:
... suppose that as Q is driving he fails to keep his eyes
straightahead because he prefersto examine the interesting
scenery to his left; and suppose further that if the scenery
had not distracted him something else would have brought
it about that he was looking to his left at that time. In these
circumstances,Qcannot keep his eyes straightahead. Is he
morally responsiblefor failing to do so?Of course he is! The
fact that he cannot avoid failing has no bearing upon his
moral responsibilityfor the failure, since it plays no role in
leading him to fail.
Failing to keep one's eyes straight ahead is exclusively a
matter of what movements a person makes; it is constituted
7Frankfurt, 1982.
8Frankfurt, 1982, pp. 330-331.
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by whatthe personhimselfdoes,andwhatthepersondoes
is thereforeboth a sufficientand a necessaryconditionfor
it. It cannot be said, then, that Q's failurewould have
occurredno matterwhat he had done-i.e., regardlessof
what bodilymovementshe made.If he had not movedhis
eyes to the left at all he would not have failed.9
Frankfurt's
pointis that thereis not thesamereasonfordenying
thatQis morallyresponsibleforhisfailureasthereisfordenying
thatSmithis responsibleforfailingto callthepolice.Frankfurt's
position,then, is that the fullygeneralasymmetrythesisis false.
One might think it is true by failing to distinguishbetween
impersonaland personalfailuresand payingundueattentionto
impersonalfailures.Withrespectto actionsandpersonal
failures,
there is symmetry.Accordingto Frankfurt,then, 'thereis no
inherentdifferencebetweenperformances
and failuresin virtue
of which[it mightbe truethat moralresponsibility
forfailureto
act requiresthe abilityto act, whereasmoralresponsibilityfor
action does not requirethe ability to fail to act]"'
I believe that Frankfurt'sstrategyfails.Consideragain the
case of Smith.It is Frankfurt'sview thatsinceSmith'sfailureis
impersonal,he is not morallyresponsiblefor failingto call the
police.But imaginethat the telephonewireshavenot beencut;
imagine, instead, that Smith has (unbeknownstto him)
acquireda temporaryboutof paralysiswhichwouldhavemade
it impossiblefor him to walk to the phoneand dial, even if he
had chosento do so. In thiscase,Smith'sfailureto callthepolice
ispersonal:
it is not the casethatthefailurewouldhaveoccurred,
no matterwhat bodilymovementsSmithmade-if Smithhad
walkedto the phone and dialed it, he wouldhave successfully
reachedthe police.So in the case in whichSmithis paralyzed,
his failureis personal,and he canbe heldmorallyresponsiblefor
failingto call the police (on Frankfurt'sapproach).ButI claim
that it is intuitivelyunacceptableto saythat,in thecasein which
the telephoneline is cut, Smith is notmorallyresponsiblefor
failingto call the police,but in thecaseinwhichhe isparalyzed,
Smith canbe held responsiblefor failing to call the police. It
9Ibid.
"Ibid. p. 332.
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seems to me that these cases should be treated in the same way;
surely, the fact that, in the firstcase the failure is impersonaland
in the second case the failure is personal, makes no differenceto
how we assessSmith's responsibility, and how we specify what
he is responsible for. Or so it seems to me.
Further, consider again the case ofJones, who fails to save the
struggling swimmer. Unbeknownst to him, there is a school of
hungry sharks lurking in the water. Jones's failure to save the
child is personal-it is not true that it would have occurred, no
matter howJones moved his body: had Jones swum to the child,
he would have saved the child. It'sjust that, given the presence
of the sharks, he couldn'thave swum to the child. It seems that
Jones is notresponsiblefor failing to save the child (and for failing
to swim to the child), even though his failure is personal.And if
there were no sharks, but rather, the child had died just before
Jones reached it, Jones's failure to save the child would have
been impersonal-he would have failed to save the child, no
matter what bodily movements he made. But the two cases
should be treated alike.The fact that, in the firstcase the failureis
personal whereas in the second the failure is impersonal, makes
no difference to how we specify what he is responsible for.
Suppose that Frankfurt, after considering the case of Jones
and the sharks and agreeing with me that Jones is not
responsible for failing to save the child, modified his account of
responsibility as follows: a failure is impersonal if and only if it
would occur, no matter how the agent moves his body, among
all the ways in which the agent canmove his body. NowJones's
failure to save the child is indeed impersonal.But, unfortunately,
on the revised account, Qs failure to keep his eyes straight
ahead is also impersonal-it would have occurred, no matter
how Qs body moved, among all the ways in which Qcouldcould
have moved his body. Thus, the revision is unacceptable.
Frankfurt'sstrategy of response to the fully general asymmetry
thesis does not work. We have (thus far) been given no reason to
think that the thesis is to be rejected.
III
Control
I have presented the asymmetry principle and criticized a
strategy of responseto the principle. I have simply relied on my
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'considered intuitions' about various examples, but I have not
yet developed a theoretical explanation or justification of the
asymmetry claim. In this section, I shall attempt to do this, and
in order to do so, I shall first consider the concept of control. It
will be in virtue of the associationof responsibilitywith control
that I shall explain and defend the asymmetry thesis.
We sometimes think that a personhas control over some event
or state of affairs." But there are, I believe, at least two
importantly different kinds of control.12 To illustrate these
different sorts of control, let us consider a pilot who is flying a
plane; he is, we might say, 'at the controls' of the plane. Now
suppose that the pilot turns the plane's steeringapparatusto the
left, because he has decided that the plane should go westward,
thus causing the plane to turn westward. In this case, there is an
actual causal sequence initiated by the pilot which issuesin the
plane's turning westward. And let us say that the pilot
deliberated prior to reaching his decision, and that his decision
was based, in an 'appropriate'way (the way normally involved
in rational decision-making), on his reasons, and that his
decision caused (again, in an 'appropriateway') his turning the
steering apparatus to the left. (The idea here is that only certain
sorts of causal chains issuing in the event of the plane's turning
westward would be consistent with the pilot's having control
over this event.) In short, the pilot causes, in a suitable way, the
plane's turning to the west. When the pilot causes the plane to
turn to the west in a suitable way, we might say that he controls
the plane's movement toward the west, that he has a certain sort
of 'control over' the plane's movement, and that he is 'in control
of' the plane's movement. I shall call this kind of control over an
event, 'actual causal control' over an event; when the pilot steers
the plane westward, he has actual causal control of the plane's
movement toward the west.
Now imagine that the plane is flying on 'automatic pilot'; a
" Of course, it is not only personswho can have control;a
thermostatmay control the
temperature of a room, for instance. And it is not only events or states of affairsover
which there can be control.
12I am deeply indebted to Michael Bratman for suggesting the basic idea of this
section to me and for helping me to develop the idea. Also, there is a similar distinction
between two sortsof'guidance' in: Harry Frankfurt,'The Problem ofAction', American
PhilosophicalQuarterly,April 1978, pp. 157-162.
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computerized navigational system is operating the controls of
the plane, and the pilot is simply standing by and 'monitoring'
the navigational system. Suppose that the computer causes the
'automatic pilot' to turn the steering apparatus to the left, thus
causing the plane to go to the west-the pilot does not intervene,
and plays no role in the causal sequence which results in the
plane's turning westward.
There is a sense, however, in which the pilot might have
control over the plane's turning westward. Imagine, first, that
although the pilot doesn't actually intervene, he has the power
to ensure that the plane turns to the west. That is, had the
computer issued instructionsto veer to the east (or perhaps,had
the automatic pilot malfunctioned and begun to turn the plane
eastward), the pilot had the power to cause (in a suitable way)
the plane nevertheless to turn westward. Or had there been a
strong gust of wind which began to turn the plane eastward, the
pilot could have turned the steering apparatus so as to cause (in
an appropriateway) the plane to turn westward. Thus, whereas
the pilot plays no role in the actual causal sequence, he
nevertheless has the power to react to a certain range of
contingencies in such a manner as to ensure the desired
outcome. The outcome is here rendered resilientby the pilot-it
will remain the same, even if there are any number of
perturbations.
Imagine also that the pilot has the power to preventthe plane's
turning westward. That is, the pilot has the power to
'deactivate' or 'override' the automatic pilot and take over the
steering apparatus himself, and he can cause the plane to turn
eastward (or continue straight ahead), if he wishes. Though he
actually allows the plane to turn to the west, he can prevent it.
The outcome is here responsiveto the pilot-he can change it, if
he so chooses.
Now even when a persondoes not actually causally control an
event, but has the power both to ensurethe occurrence of the
event (in the sense discussedabove) and to preventthe occurence
of the event, then he has a certain sortof control over the event. I
shall call this kind of control over an event, 'regulative control';
in the second 'pilot case', the pilot has regulative control of the
plane's turning westward.
It is possible that the pilot be able to ensure the plane's
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turning westward without being able to prevent it. This would
be the case if the plane's steering apparatus would function
properly, if it were turned to the left (the way which causes the
plane to go westward), but would not function properly, if it
were turned any other way-if it were turned at all, it would
cause the plane to go westward. Also, it is possible that the pilot
be able to prevent the plane's turning westward, without being
able to ensure it. This would be the case if the plane's steering
apparatuswould malfunction, if turned by the pilot (ratherthan
the automatic pilot) any way other than the way which causes
the plane to fail to go westward-if the pilot were to try to cause
the plane to go westward, he wouldn't do so, though he could
prevent it's going westward. I think that it is clear that a person
must have both capacities-the capacity to ensure and the
capacity to prevent-in order to have regulative control; if the
pilot lacked (for instance) the ability to ensure that the plane
turn westward, then he wouldn't truly have controlover it's going
westward (in the 'regulative' sense). When one has regulative
control over an upshot, one rendersthe upshot both resilientand
responsive.
It is obvious, from the second case of the pilot, that an
individual can have regulative control over an upshot without
actually causally controlling the upshot. Also, it is possible that
an agent have actual causal control of an event without having
regulative control of it-the cases discussedabove illustratethis.
(When Jones saves the child, though he couldn't have done
otherwise, he actually causally controls the child's being saved,
but he lacksregulative control over the child's being saved, since
he couldn't have prevented it. The situation is the same, when
Smith actually calls the police, though he couldn't have done
otherwise.) Finally, it is obvious that one can have (or lack) both
kinds of control, and indeed, in many typical cases in which one
is said to have control, one possess both kinds of control.
I have distinguishedtwo sorts of control over events (or states
of affairs). But what is the relationship between events (and
states of affairs),on the one hand, and actions and omissions,on
the other?First, I take it that it is reasonableto think that when a
person performs an action-does something-he causes (or
brings about) an event. So when the pilot performsthe action of
turning the plane to the west, he causes (in an appropriateway)
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a certain upshot: the plane's turning to the west. And when an
individual turns on the light, he causes (in a certain way) the
light's going on, etc. In performingan action, an agent stands in
the 'bringing about' relation to an event.
It might be thought that in omitting to performan action-in
failing to do something-an agent causes (or brings about) a
different sort of event, a 'negative event' or perhaps, a negative
state of affairs.So, in failing to turn the plane westward, the pilot
might be thought to cause the plane's not turningwestward. But
this needn't be so; an agent might refrainfrom doing something
while (for example) someoneelse does it, and thus, in refraining
from performing the act, the agent doesn'tbring about the
pertinent 'negative' event or state of affairs. The pilot might
refrainfrom turning the plane westward because he sees that his
co-pilot is doing so (or perhaps that the automatic pilot is doing
so); though the pilot fails to turn the plane westward, he does not
cause the plane's not turning westward; after all, the plane does
turn westward. So, with acts and omissions, we do not have one
relation-the causing or bringing about relation-and twokinds
of events or states of affairs-positive and negative; rather, we
have two kinds of relations-bringing about (causing) and not
bringing about (not causing)-and onekind of event or state of
affairs. When an agent performs an action, he stands in the
'bringing about' relation to a certain upshot, and when an agent
refrainsfrom performing(the same) action, he stands in the 'not
bringing about' relation to the same upshot.
I wish to explore this point a bit more carefullyand clarifymy
conception of omissions or failures to act. There are wider and
narrower conceptions of omissions. I wish to adopt a quite wide
conception, according to which it is true that whenever a person
doesn't do X, then he fails (in the relevant sense) to do it, and he
omits to do it. Thus, I am now failing to stop the Earth'srotation
(and omitting to do so). Omission to do X needn't (in this sense)
require explicit deliberation about X or the ability to do X, etc.
(Some philosophers have claimed that one omits to performan
act only if one can perform it-the asymmetry thesis would
follow immediately from this rather strong assumption, given
the claim about responsibilityfor action.)It is desirableto have a
theory of responsibility which applies to this broad notion of
omission, as we often speak of an agent's being (or not being)
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morallyresponsiblefor not doingsomething(wherehis failure
might not count as an omission, in a narrowersense of
'omission').
Now considera casein whichI refrainfromshootinga baby.
I've arguedthat the omissionis to be analyzedasmystandingin
the not-causingrelationto a certainevent-the baby'sbeinghit
by a bullet. This is becauseI could refrainfromshootingthe
baby, while someoneelse shootsit; thus,my omissioncan't be
understoodas my standingin the causingrelationto 'thebaby's
not beinghit by a bullet'.But it might be objectedthat I have
simplychosenthe 'wrong'eventforthe analysis;whenI omitto
shootthe baby, it mightbe claimedthat I standin the causing
relationto 'the baby'snot being hit by a bulletfrommy gun'.
Butthissortof analysiswillnotworksuitablyforallomissions,
that is, for all cases in which I fail to performa given act.
Suppose,for example,that I sneezeor am suddenlyhit by a
stronggustof wind,and thiscausestheeventofthe baby'sbeing
hit by a bulletfrommy gun.Now it seemsclearthat,whereasthe
babyis hit by a bulletfrommy gun, I do notshootthe baby.I do
not performany actionat all. I do not shootthe baby,butthisis
not a case in which I causethe baby'snot beinghit by a bullet
frommy gun;afterall, the babyis hit by a bulletfrommy gun.
Thus, we can't analyze omissions (in the sense of 'omission'
relevant here, in which it follows from an agent's not doing X
that he omits to do X) by construing omission in the way
suggested, i.e., as involving the 'causing' relation to certain
'finely specified' negative events. In any case, rather than
positing special 'negative' events, about which there may be
considerable unclarity, it is preferable to understand omissions
as involving the 'not-causing' relation to ordinaryevents. I shall
leave unspecified here what exactly these events are; for some
omissions (omissions involving 'non-purely causal verbs'), the
relevant event might be a more finely construed event. For
instance insofaras 'shooting' is not a purely causal verb, then my
shooting the fat man can't be analyzed as my causing the fat
man to be shot; after all, I could cause him to be shot by paying
you to shoot him. So, when I refrain from shooting a child, it
might be appropriate to say that I stand in the 'not-causing'
relation to the event, 'the child's being shot byme'.In general,
purely causal verbs will require events which are less finely
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specified. (If 'saving' is a purely causal verb, then when I save a
child, I stand in the 'causing' relation to the event, 'the child's
being saved', and when I refrain from saving a child, I stand in
the 'not-causing' relation to the event, 'the child's being saved'.)
Of course even when the 'finer' event is used, there is a crucial
difference between construing my refraining from shooting the
baby as my causing the baby's not being hit by a bullet frommy
gun and my not causing the baby's being hit by a bullet frommy
gun.13

We now have the two ingredients required for the defense of
the asymmetryprinciple:(i) the distinction between two kindsof
control, and (ii) the analysis of the nature of the relations
involved in action and omission. Given the claim that moral
responsibilityforactiondoes not requirefreedomto do otherwise,
the basic principle from which the asymmetry thesis can be
derived is: moral responsibility requirescontrol(of at least oneof
the two sorts).
Let me elaborate. We begin by considering a typical case
where an agent can be said to be morally responsible for
performing an action. Let us say that, under ordinary circumstances (no manipulative scientists, sharks, etc.) a lifeguard
jumps into the water and saves a drowning child. The lifeguard
is rationally accessible to praise for saving the child-he is
morally responsible for saving the child. The lifeguard, insofar
as he saves the child, stands in the 'bringing about' relation to
the upshot, 'the child's being saved'. And in this case, the
lifeguard has (on plausible assumptions) both actual causal
control and regulative control over the relevant event-the
child's being saved. Obviously, other cases could be presentedin
which an agent is morally responsiblefor performingan act and
the agent has both actual causal control and regulative control
over the relevant event.
What is interesting about the kinds of examples discussed
above-'Frankfurt-style' counterexamples to the principle that
13 In the analysis I have sketched, 'not causing' is to be understood as 'not-"causingin-the-appropriate-way"' So, if a gust of wind causesme to pull the trigger, I do notcause
in the way appropriate to control the death of the baby. I do not purporthere to give an
entirely adequate analysis of causal verbs (and of omissions);this is beyond the scope of
this paper. My main point is that it is more promising to construe omission as involving
the not-causing relation to ordinary events than the causing relation to negative events.
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moral responsibilityfor an act requiresfreedom to do otherwise
-is that they show that an agent can be morally responsiblefor
performing some act X even though he lacks regulative control
over the pertinent event, X'. It seems that in these examples the
agent is responsible for doing X in virtue of actually causally
controlling X'. That is, moral responsibility for doing X
requires control of some sort over X'. Above, I claimed that
doing X and failing to do X both involve relations (of different
kinds) to the same (possible) event, X'. So it is extremely
plausible to suggest the following basic principle of moral
responsibility:moral responsibility for doing X or for failing to
do X requiresat least one of the two kinds of control over X'. At
a deep level, this principle treats actions and omissions
uniformly-responsibility for doing X or for failing to do X both
require control over X'. But the asymmetrythesis can be easily
derived from this basic principle (together with the intuitions
about responsibilityfor actions presented above), as I shall now
show.
According to the basic principle, moral responsibilityrequires
at least one of the two kinds of control. And there are cases in
which an agent is morally responsible for doing X, though he
lacks regulative control over X'. But by the very nature of
omissions, when an agent omits to perform X, he does not
actually causally control the relevant event, X'. That is, if the
lifeguard fails to save the child, he does not actually causally
control the child's being saved-he does not cause (in the
appropriate way) the child to be saved. Thus, when an agent
control over X', if he
omits to performX, he musthave regulative
is to have anysort of control over X'. So if the lifeguard fails to
save the child, he must have regulative control over the child's
being saved, if he is to have any sort of control over the child's
being saved. In general, because of the very nature of
omissions, when an agent omits to do X, he doesn't actually
causally control X'; and thus, he must have regulative control
over X', if he is to have any sort of control over X'. And thus, by
the basic principle of moral responsibility, if an agent is to be
morally responsible for omitting to do X, he must have
regulative control over X'.
If the lifeguard is to be morally responsiblefor failing to save
the child, he must have regulative control over the child's being
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saved. But in order to have regulative control over the child's
being saved, he must have the power to ensurethat the child is
saved, i.e., to cause (in the manner appropriate to control) the
child's being saved. Thus, he must be able to save the child. In
general, then, when an agent omits to do X, he must be able to
do X, if he is to have any sort of control over X'. And so, in
general, if an agent is to be morally responsiblefor failing to do
X, he must be able to do X. But when an agent does X, he may
exhibit direct causal control without having regulative control
over the upshot. Thus, the asymmetry principle can be derived
from the basic principle of moral responsibility.

IV
Conclusion
I have used two ingredients to generate a basic principle
concerning moral responsibility: (i) the claim that action and
failure to act involve different sorts of relations (causing or notcausing) to the same sort of event, and (ii) the analysisof the two
types of control-actual causal control and regulative control.
The basic principle states that moral responsibilityis associated
with control: to be morally responsiblefor either doing or failing
to do X, one must have somekind of control over X'. Given this
basic principle and the view that responsibilityforactiondoesn't
require the freedom to fail to act, we can derive the asymmetry
claim. Whereas Susan Wolf has recently argued that there is an
asymmetry with respect to good and bad acts, I have argued
that there is an asymmetry with respect to acts and omissions.'4
I wish to make two points. First, I reiterate the point that
the asymmetry thesis does not entail that the degreeof praiseworthiness or blameworthinessof an agent who fails to perform
an act depends on the existence of alternative possibilities;my
point concerns the contentof responsibilityrather than its degree,
and it does not pertain to the assessment of agents.
Second, I have obviously not 'proved' the basic principle of
moral responsibility,from which I have derived the asymmetry
principle. Indeed, I don't see how one would go about proving
it. Rather, I have suggested it as a plausible and attractive
principle which embodies, at a deep level, asymmetric
account of
;usan Wolf, 'Asymmetrical Freedom', journal of Philosophy,March, 1980.
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moral responsibility. The asymmetry thesis can thus be seen to
derive from a deeper symmetry, and to this extent, is not ad hoc
and mysterious. I have attempted to develop a way of
illuminating what (to me, at any rate) are persistent and
resilient intuitions of asymmetry-intuitions which seem, at
first, bizarre and inexplicable. I have, then, undertaken to
answer Frankfurt'schallenge to specify the 'inherentdifference'
between actions and omissions in virtue of which moral
responsibility for failures to act requires the ability to act,
whereas moral responsibility for actions does not require the
ability to fail to act.
I wish to end with a few remarksabout causal determinism
and moral responsibility. It might be thought that Frankfurttype examples in which an agent is morally responsiblefor an
action although he couldn't have done otherwise show that
causal determinism is compatible with moral responsibilityfor
action, even if determinism is incompatible with freedom to do
otherwise. In 'Responsibility and Control', I argue that even if
there are cases in which one is morally responsible for an act
which one couldn't have avoided performing, this doesn't yet
establish compatibilism about determinism and responsibility
for action. Frankfurt-styleexamples should incline us to accept
an 'actual-sequence' approach to responsibility;there seem to
be cases in which the fact that the agent couldn't have done
otherwise plays no rolein the actual sequence issuing in action
(though it wouldhaveplayed a role in some alternativesequence),
and thus, in which the agent is morally responsiblefor the action
althoughhe couldn'thave done otherwise.But causaldeterminism
is a doctrine about what occurs in the actual sequence, and thus
it might be argued that if causal determinismobtains, then the
fact that the agent couldn't have done otherwise doesplay a role
in the sequence actually issuingin action. So even if there are (or
might be) cases in which a person is morally responsible for
performingan actionwhich he couldn'thave avoidedperforming,
this wouldn't in itself show that there are (or might be) cases in
which a person is morally responsiblefor performingan action
which is causally determined. Thus the examples don't rescue
our intuitive, commonsense notion of responsibility from the
threat posed by determinism.
In this paper I have articulated another reason why
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examplesconcerningactionsdon't rescueour
Frankfurt-style
Evenif theseexamples
of responsibility.
framework
commonsense
arecasesin whicha personismorallyresponsibleforperforning
an action which he couldn'thave avoided performing,there
don't seem to be any such casesin which an agent is morally
responsiblefor failingto performan action whichhe couldn't
we canbe
perform.Buton ourordinarynotionof responsibility,
morally responsible for failures as well as actions. So if
determinismthreatensour ability to do things we have left
undone,then determinismstillthreatensourordinarynotionof
15
responsibility.

15I am gratefulfor comments by Carl Ginet. Also, I benefitted greatly fromreading an
earlier version of this paper at the University of California, Santa Barbara. I am
particularly indebted to a number of useful discussionswith Michael Bratman. My work
on this paper has been supported by a Fellowship for Independent Study and Research
from the National Endowment for the Humanities (U.S.A.).

